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3 Localizações indicadas 

 by Lindsey Gira   

Rheinfelder Bierhalle 

"Clashing Beermugs"

Rheinfelder Bierhalle is a cozy beer hall, counted among the oldest in the

city. The place is known for its pocket friendly yet wholesome food and a

wide range of beers. This warmly lit pub is forever throbbing with chirpy

young and old people, making the place great for casual unwinding

sessions with friends and loved ones.

 +41 44 251 5464  www.rheinfelder.ch/  Niederdorfstrasse 76, Zurique

 by Marler   

The International Beer Bar 

"Beer-soaked Evenings"

This hip bar in Gewerbeschule serves a prolific selection of beers from

around the world, including Germany, Belgium and the Czech Republic.

Choose from nearly 130 microbrews that the International Beer Bar

proudly displays on its magnetic board, with a country-wise demarcation

that denotes the source of the beer. Beer lovers also have plenty to rejoice

with the creative events that this bar regularly hosts, such as discounts on

beer bottles on Mondays, and Meet the Brewers nights on every second

Tuesday. Those who wish to break the beer monotone on some nights can

relax with some wine and prosecco that is also served here.

 www.theinternational.ch/#about  archie@theinternational.ch  Luisenstrasse 7, Gewerbeschule,

Zurique

 by divya_   

Steinfels 

"Modern Brew Pub"

Steinfels may sound traditional, but its atmosphere is very modern, that's

only added to by the contemporary furniture in bright hues, and spacious

open plan feel. The brew pub and restaurant is known for its home-

brewed ales and beer. It offers diners the chance to experience the

brewing process first hand thanks to its transparent glass walls that let

one peek into the microbrewery with its traditional processes. The menu

changes every season and features influences from Asian, Californian and

Mediterranean cuisines.

 +41 44 271 1030

(Reservations)

 www.steinfels-zuerich.ch/  welcome@steinfels-

zuerich.ch

 Heinrichstrasse 267, Zurique
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